Theoretically obtained three-dimensional plots showing the behavior of the reflection coefficient for heterogeneous plane waves upon arbitrary layered media as function of incidence angle and heterogeneity, supply valuable information for the investigation of the reflector when using bounded ultrasonic beams. The presence of leaky interface modes and their angular positions for a specific sample are determined by the fd products (frequency times thickness) of the constituent layers. Deformations of the reflected and transmitted bounded beam profiles and the contribution of surface wave radiation (leaking energy) at vibrational mode angles are governed by the fW product (frequency times beamwidth). For a given layered medium, optimum conditions for observing particular mode vibrations and large deformations of reflected ultrasonic profiles can be predicted theoretically.
In this article, we investigate the influence of the parameters f and W (frequency and beamwidth) of a Gaussian ultrasonic wave on a solid plate of thickness d immersed in a liquid bath and we will determine optimum conditions for excitation of leaky waves. Especially the product fW appears to be extremely important in the gen- 
in which co is the circular frequency, A m is the complex amplitude, and k m is a complex valued vector satisfying km km 2 2, ß --Km--(kom-}-iaom) m=d or s,
with K a and K, the complex wave numbers for the dilatational (rn =d) 
and with coefficients A n (=A_n) given in Table I . An important remark is that the heterogeneities/•n of the different waves in the decomposition are inversely proportional to the width of the beam profile while the coefficients ,l n are independent of the width, so that they can be tabulated beforehand which reduces the computing time.
Because of linearity, the amplitude and phase distribution of the reflected and transmitted profile for any angle of incidence 0 can be found by multiplying each heterogeneous wave (index n) by its complex valued reflection/ (Fig. 8) . Furthermore, the amplitudes of the particle motions inside the plate (which have to be considered as relative values for one beamwidth compared to another) are decreasing very fast for smaller or larger beamwidths (Fig. 9) (Fig. 5) . The larger the f, the more Lamb waves can be generated at different angles. Furthermore, the detection position of the Lamb waves at low frequencies generally changes toward larger incidence angles for higher frequencies. Therefore, as the resonant conditions change at fixed incidence, it is obvious that the results for a Gaussian beam of constant dimension can be entirely different for one frequency compared to another and so it is perfectly possible, when applying different frequencies, to excite at the same angle a different Lamb wave with different heterogeneity characteristic. In Fig. 11 (a) and (b) , for instance, two different Lamb waves are excited by a Gaussian profile of 10 mm reflected on a brass plate of 2.5-mm thickness. At 2 MHz, the A2 mode is generated, while at 1 MHz, the A1 mode is generated. The respective displacements inside the plate are visualized in Fig. 12 . The same phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 11 (c) and ( Even if the width of the transducer is adjusted such that fW remains constant, one still observes drastic changes in the reflection phenomena (Fig. 13) .
We now reverse the roles of frequency and thickness. In Fig. 16 , we adjusted the beamwidth so that the relation d/W is the same as in Fig. 15(a) . The drastic change is still present. 
